The first sum in the derivative can be evaluated by the same process used to ñndfin) where the Pr,? now replaces the cr,q. The second sum may be evaluated by an obvious application of the algorithm given by Smith.
A Note on the Summation of the Generalised Hypergeometric Functions
By Arun Verma 1 . Introduction. In 1962 MacRobert and Ragab [2] , obtained the sum of an infinite series of 2?-functions as a product of gamma functions. Recently, the author [4] has extended the result to obtain the sum of a series of G-functions as a product of gamma functions. Carlitz [1] , in a recent paper obtained some results of a different nature. He obtained the sum of a finite number of terms of hypergeometric series as a product of gamma functions. Slater [3] has also given the sum of a generalised hypergeometric function in terms of elementary functions under a set of conditions.
In this note the sum of certain generalised hypergeometric functions, bilateral hypergeometric functions, generalised basic hypergeometric functions and the generalised basic bilateral hypergeometric functions are deduced. t n ^Ll + (6^)Jv "
,ll 
where Sria), Srib), Sr (a) and Sr (6) stand for the sum of all possible combinations of r factors taken at a time from the sequence of numbers q, q"1, q"2, • • • , g"r;
q"\ q"\ ■■• ,q"r;q, «'A q1'*2, ••-, q^ and q1^, q1-2, ■■■, qx~a' respectively, we can sum up both the series on the right-hand side of (4.6) and obtain 'Hfl^lr-[z-l][q^;N]
